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Mosaic
With its inventive design touches, intuitive technology and 4x4 
capability, the KAROQ challenges convention at every off-road turn. 
And with the addition of Genuine Accessories, discovering new 
grounds also becomes unmistakably more stylish and practical too.

Every accessory has been designed to enhance your drive.  
Connected systems point you to adventure, safety enhancements 
bring peace of mind, while thoughtful touches throughout the car  
add an innovative helping hand.

Whichever additions you choose, it goes without saying that every 
accessory has been rigorously tested and is fully compatible with 
the KAROQ. 

MAKE 
EVERYDAY LIFE 
REMARKABLE
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SPORT 
& DESIGN
In a car destined to carve its own unique path across every terrain, 

you’ll still find countless opportunities to make your KAROQ feel 

uniquely personal. These Genuine Accessories have been created 

to provide added protection on your 4x4 adventures, while also 

enhancing the look of the car. 

No photo: Bolt covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For wheels with safety bolts
Black matt (1Z0 071 215A 01C)
Grey matt (1Z0 071 215A Z37)

Bolt covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Black matt (1Z0 071 215 01C)
Silver metallic (1Z0 071 215 7ZS)
Black gloss (1Z0 071 215 9B9)
Grey gloss (1Z0 071 215 UZ7)
Grey matt (1Z0 071 215 Z37)

Decorative valve caps
(000 071 215C)

Decorative door sill covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 071 303)

Decorative door sill covers with aluminium inserts
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 071 303A)
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WHEELS

CHOICES, CHOICES.
Some decisions are rewardingly 
difficult. Do you make a statement 
with matt black? Stand out with 
platinum metallic? Or keep it strictly 
professional? Whatever your style, 
there will be an alloy wheel to match.
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Triton 57A071497  8Z8
light alloy wheel 7Jx17”  
for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17  
tyres in silver design  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Crater 57A071499  HA7
light alloy wheel 8Jx19” 
 for 225/40 R19, 225/45 R19 
tyres in anthracite design, brushed
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Triton 57A071497B HZ9
light alloy wheel 7Jx17”  
for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17 tyres  
in platinum metallic matt design       
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Trinity 57A071498  8Z8
light alloy wheel 7Jx18”  
for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18  
tyres in silver design, brushed
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Triton 57A071497A ZG6
light alloy wheel 7Jx17”  
for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17  
tyres in black matt design    
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Crater 57A071499A 8Z8
light alloy wheel 8Jx19”  
for  225/40 R19, 225/45 R19  
tyres in silver design, brushed
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Castor 57A071496 8Z8
light alloy wheel 6x16” for  
225/60 R16, 215/60 R16  
tyres in silver design
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Trinity 57A071498A HA7
light alloy wheel 7Jx18”  
for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18  
tyres in anthracite design, brushed
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
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Nanuq 57A071496A 8Z8
light alloy wheel 6Jx16” for  
225/60 R16, 215/60 R16 
tyres in silver design
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Ratikon 57A071497C 8Z8
light alloy wheel 7Jx17” 
for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17  
tyres in silver design  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Braga 57A071498E 8Z8
light alloy wheel 7Jx18”  
for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18  
tyresin silver design, brushed
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Mitykas 57A071498C 8Z8
light alloy wheel 7Jx18”  
for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18  
tyres in silver design  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Vega 57A071499B FL8
light alloy wheel 8Jx19”  
for 225/40 R19, 225/45 R19  tyres  
in black metallic design, brushed
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Available Q4 2018

A TEST  
OF METAL
When it comes to checking the quality of our alloy wheels, 

we unapologetically put them through their paces. First they 

have to prove their resistance to corrosion, climatic influences 

and driving strain. Then the layer of heat-resistant paint is 

tested over and over for strength and durability.  
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INFOTAINMENT
In our always-on world, connectivity on the go is essential. These Genuine Accessories  

have been designed to open up a whole new world of entertainment, information and  

communication, turning your KAROQ into a fully interconnected car.

MAP AND SOFTWARE UPDATES
It’s important to know the latest shortcuts to take, places 
to park and routes to avoid. That’s why we’ve created our 
Infotainment Portal, which enables you to quickly update 
and maintain your onboard systems helping you to save  
both time and money.

Simply head to infotainment.skoda-auto.com, enter your 
VIN code and the state-of-the-art system will identify any 
updates you need and give you the option to download them 
from the comfort of your home. What’s more, if you buy a 
new ŠKODA vehicle or navigation system, you’ll get free  
map updates of Europe for the first three years.

COMPATIBILITY LIST
This application shows which of your external devices, for 
example your smartphone or tablet, are compatible with the 
KAROQ’s many infotainment features such as SmartLink+.

PLAN AHEAD WITH MYDESTINATIONS
With the MyDestination online tool, you can set up any 
attractions and places of interest you want to visit on an  
upcoming adventure well in advance of leaving the house. 
Once you’re finished, simply import the list to you  
navigation device and you’ll be ready to go the  
moment you jump behind the wheel.

CARSTICK
This ingenious device turns your car into a Wi-Fi hotspot in seconds, enabling you to take  

full advantage of the ŠKODA Connect system without having to use your smartphone’s  

internet connection. Simply pop in a suitable SIM card, connect it to the USB slot in front  

of the gear lever and set it up via the navigation system. You can then connect any Wi-Fi  

enabled device to your own onboard network. (000 051 409F)

Connecting cable USB
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Micro (5JA 051 446J)
Mini (5JA 051 446H)

Apple (5E0 051 510E)
USB -C (565 051 510)
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COMFORT 
& UTILITY
Everything about the KAROQ has been designed to help you pack more 

into everyday life. More family time, more trips off-road, more ways to 

connect with nature. These practical, comfort-enhancing accessories 

ensure you can pack more into the car too.

COMFORT PACK
(000 061 122E)

Whether escaping for adventure with the family or heading to the office, 
you’ll arrive in total comfort thanks to this handy collection of Genuine 
Accessories.

Portable coffee maker
(000 069 641C)

Thermo-electric cooling box (20 l)
(000 065 400G)

Thermo-electric cooling box (15 l) 
(5L0 065 400)

Smart Holder - hook
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 126)

Smart Holder - multimedia holder
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 129)

Bin for door panel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
black (5JA 061 107 9B9) 
beige (5JA 061 107 WC4)

Smart Holder - hanger
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 127)
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Plastic boot dish
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 061 162)

Double-sided boot mat for luggage compartment with spare wheel - for fixed seats
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 061 163)

Net below the retractable luggage compartment cover
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(565 065 110H)

Double-sided boot mat with cover
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For Varioflex (57A 061 210)
For fixed seats (57A 061 210A)

Dog Guard/Luggage Restraint 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Varioflex (57A 017 221A)
For fixed seats (57A 017 221)

Ski sack
(DMA 630 004)
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ALU partition for the plastic boot dish
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(565 017 254)

Universal fixing element
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 061 104)

Netting system - black for luggage compartment (3pcs set)
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
With spare wheel (57A065110A)
With false boot floor (57A 065 110)

No photo: Netting system - grey for luggage compartment (3 pcs set)
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
With spare wheel (57A 065 110C)
With false boot floor (57A 065 110B)

Plastic boot dish 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 061 162)
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All-weather interior mats
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Front (57C 061 502)
Rear (57A 061 512)

Textile floor mats  
Prestige with grey stitching
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57C 061 270A)

Textile floor mats  
Prestige 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
 (57C 061 270)

Textile floor mats  
Standard 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57C 061 404)

Ice scraper
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(5JA 096 010)

Bin for door panel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Black (5JA 061 107 9B9) 
Beige (5JA 061 107 WC4)

All-weather mat over the tunnel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 061 580)

A FORCE OF HABIT

We’ve always had a passion for testing at ŠKODA. It’s ensures we’re 

forever improving, refining and inventing. A perfect example is the heel 

test we carry out on every one of our textile floor mats. It replicates  

the action of the driver’s foot on the accelerator, sinking the heel 5mm 

into the floor mat in both dry and wet conditions at an angle of 45°.  

An additional long driving test is also carried out, this time placing the 

focus on the brackets fixing the front floor mats to the car upholstery. 

It’s only as a result of both tests that the perfect balance between 

driver comfort and safety is achieved.

Heel test device Testing of fixing element strength

Front mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
High version (57A 075 111A)
Low version (57A 075 111)

Rear mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 075 101)
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THOUGHTFUL 
EXTRAS

Back seat protection
(3V0 061 680)

Dog safety belt
Size S (000 019 409A)
Size M (000 019 409B)
Size L (000 019 409C)
Size XL (000 019 409D)

While the KAROQ’s state-of-the-art features grab the headlines, 

it’s the practical, inventive touches you’ll often appreciate the most  

on a long trip. Like a multimedia holder to keep backseat explorers  

entertained, or a seatbelt to keep your four-legged passengers safe. 

Smart Holder - hanger
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 127)

Smart Holder Adapter
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 128)

Smart Holder - multimedia holder
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 129)

Smart Holder - hook
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 126)

Umbrella
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 087 600G 9B9)

Set for spare wheel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 073 900B)
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Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile
Capacity of up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards
(000 071 129H)

Lockable bicycle rack
Aluminium (000 071 128E)
Steel (000 071 128D)

Bicycle carrier for a tow bar
(000 071 105C)

TRANSPORT
Maximising space has always been the ŠKODA way. It’s why our designers 

have created a host of accessories to complement the KAROQ’s exceptional 

boot space, including bike racks, roof boxes and tow bars. Everything you 

need in fact to make summer and winter breaks a breeze.

Transverse roof rack bag
(000 071 156)

Transverse roof rack
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(57A 071 151)

Heel test device

DELIVERING UNDER PRESSURE

The thought of your luggage or bikes going on a trip of their own is 
completely unthinkable. That’s why our racks undergo a number of 
demanding tests, from corrosion resistance to loading capacity and 
durability. They’re also subjected to simulated crash conditions, where 
a rack loaded with 90kg must remain on the car body under a force of 
approximately 12G.
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Black
(5L6 071 175A)

White
(5L6 071 175B)

Silver
(5L6 071 175)

Lockable ski and snowboard box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Capacity of up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards,
volume of 380 litres, available in three colours

4
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SAFETY
When out exploring the unknown, you  

can be sure you and your passengers are  

fully protected with this range of 100% 

compatible Genuine Accessories. It includes 

everything you need to keep your little  

explorers safe, plus a host of practical  

extras to protect other drivers too.

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(1ST 019 907)

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(DDA 000 006)

Kidfix XP child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
3-point seat belt (000 019 906K)

0–13 kg

Protective pad under the child seat
(000 019 819A)

9–18 kg

Kidfix II XP child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
4-point seat belt (000 019 906L)

To ensure the maximum safety of your smallest passengers, our child seats feature variable 

mounting options that allow you to transport your child both with and against the direction 

of travel, depending on their position in the car.

Practical and variable 
The intelligent design of these child seats allows your 
child to be seated both in the back of the car, but also 
on the front passenger’s seat where you can keep a 
closer eye on them. The seats also cleverly adapt to the  
ever-changing size of your children, making them a great 
long-term investment.

Perfectly verified 
All our child seats comply with European safety regulations 
(EHK 44.04) and have been rigorously tested. Their high  
quality and safety is further highlighted by their excellent 
results in the Euro NCAP impact test, together with  
successful non-combustibility testing, harmful substance 
ratings and cover quality.

Watch the child seat testing video.

15–36 kg 15–36 kg
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Tow rope
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

(GAA 500 001)

First aid box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Content complies with amended Directive No. 216/2010
(GFA 4100 10GB)

Warning triangle
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Space-saving, but still stable  
and well visible, with folding  
metal feet for emergency  
roadside standing 
(GGA 700 001A)

Foldable snow shovel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of aluminium alloy, weight 750 g, 
three-part, including a practical  
textile bag
(5L0 099 320)

Reflective safety vest
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of 100% polyester, supplied in a textile case
Yellow (000 093  056F) 
Orange (000 093 056K)

Snow chains
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For 16” wheels (000 0913 87AP)

Safety bolt set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
The bolts require a special 
adaptor to be unscrewed  
to avoid unauthorised  
wheel removal
(000 071 597C)

Spare bulbs set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Halogen, SBBR basis (57A 052 000)
Halogen with fog light, SBBR basis (57A 052 000A)
Halogen with fog light, SBBR TOP (57A 052 000B)

4
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Your ŠKODA Retailer:

Speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer or visit skoda.co.uk for all pricing and fitting information.

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the 
time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is 
not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard 
and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer 
who will be notified of any changes as they occur.

UK 01/19
03330 037 504
skoda.co.uk
customerservices@skoda.co.uk

DRIVEN BY SOMETHING DIFFERENT

To bui ld your own ŠKODA visit  skoda.co.uk



KAROQ accessory pricing

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from January 2019.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

Part  
number

RRP  
incl. 
VAT £

Fitted 
Price  
incl. 
VAT £

Bolt covers - black matt Design 1Z007121501C £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - silver metallic Design 1Z00712157ZS £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - black gloss Design 1Z00712159B9 £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - grey gloss Design 1Z0071215UZ7 £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - grey matt Design 1Z0071215Z37 £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - black matt - for wheels with safety bolts Design 1Z0071215A01C £13.00 £13.00

Bolt covers - grey matt - for wheels with safety bolts Design 1Z0071215AZ37 £13.00 £13.00

Decorative valve caps Design 000071215C £19.00 £1900

Decorative door sill covers with aluminium inserts Sport & Design 57A071303A £88.00 £112.00

Decorative door sill covers Sport & Design 57A071303 £78.00 £102.00 

Crater - light alloy wheel 8Jx19" for 225/40 R19, 225/45 R19 tyres in anthracite design, brushed Wheels 57A071499 HA7 £256.00 £280.00

Crater - light alloy wheel 8Jx19" for 225/40 R19, 225/45 R19 tyres in silver design, brushed Wheels 57A071499A 8Z8 £256.00 £280.00

Triton - light alloy wheel 7Jx17" for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17 tyres in silver design Wheels 57A071497 8Z8 £181.00 £205.00

Triton - light alloy wheel 7Jx17" for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17 tyres in black matt design Wheels 57A071497A ZG6 £181.00 £205.00

Trinity - light alloy wheel 7Jx18" for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18 tyres in silver design, brushed Wheels 57A071498 8Z8 £191.00 £215.00

Trinity - light alloy wheel 7Jx18" for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18 tyres in anthracite design, brushed Wheels 57A071498A HA7 £191.00 £215.00

Triton - light alloy wheel 7Jx17" for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17 tyres in platinum metallic matt design Wheels 57A071497B HZ9 £181.00 £205.00

Castor - light alloy wheel 6x16" for 225/60 R16, 215/60 R16 tyres in silver design Wheels 57A071496 8Z8 £156.00 £180.00

Ratikon - light alloy wheel 7Jx17" for 215/55 R17, 225/55 R17 tyres in silver design Wheels 57A071497C 8Z8 £181.00 £205.00

Nanuq - light alloy wheel 6Jx16" for 225/60 R16, 215/60 R16 tyres in silver design Wheels 57A071496A 8Z8 £156.00 £180.00

Mitykas - light alloy wheel 7Jx18" for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18 tyres in silver design Wheels 57A071498C 8Z8 £191.00 £215.00

Braga - light alloy wheel 7Jx18" for 215/50 R18, 225/50 R18 tyres in silver design, brushed Wheels 57A071498E 8Z8 £191.00 £215.00

Carstick Infotainment 000051409F £136.00 £136.00

Connecting cable USB - Micro Infotainment 5JA051446J £26.00 £26.00

Connecting cable USB - Mini Infotainment 5JA051446H £26.00 £26.00

Connecting cable USB - Apple Infotainment 5E0051510E £33.00 £33.00

Portable coffee maker Comfort & Utility 000069641C £168.00 £168.00

Comfort Pack Comfort & Utility 000061122E £63.00 £63.00

Smart holder - multimedia holder Comfort & Utility 3V0061129 £22.00 £22.00

Smart holder - adaptor Comfort & Utility 3V0061128 £12.00 £12.00

Smart holder - hook Comfort & Utility 3V0061126 £10.00 £10.00

Smart holder - hanger Comfort & Utility 3V0061127 £22.00 £22.00

Thermo-electric cool box (20l) - with car battery voltage guard Comfort & Utility 000065400G £148.00 £148.00

Thermo-electric cool box (15l) Comfort & Utility 5L0065400E £139.00 £139.00

Ski sack Comfort & Utility DMA600004A £99.00 £99.00

Dog guard / luggage restraint (varioflex) Comfort & Utility 57A017221A £131.00 £203.00

Dog guard / luggage restraint (fixed) Comfort & Utility 57A017221 £131.00 £203.00

Double-sided boot mat for luggage compartment with spare wheel - for fixed seats Comfort & Utility 57A061163 £68.00 £68.00

Plastic boot dish Comfort & Utility 57A061162 £113.00 £113.00

Net below the retractable luggage compartment cover Comfort & Utility 565065110H £68.00 £68.00

Double-sided boot mat with cover (varioflex) Comfort & Utility 57A061210 £73.00 £73.00

Double-sided boot mat with cover (fixed) Comfort & Utility 57A061210A £73.00 £73.00

Netting system - black for luggage compartment (3pcs set, with spare wheel) Comfort & Utility 57A065110A £26.00 £26.00

Netting system - black for luggage compartment (3pcs set, with false boot floor) Comfort & Utility 57A065110 £26.00 £26.00

Netting system - grey for luggage compartment (3 pcs set, with spare wheel) Comfort & Utility 57A065110C £26.00 £26.00

Netting system - grey for luggage compartment (3 pcs set, without spare wheel) Comfort & Utility 57A065110B £26.00 £26.00

ALU partition for the plastic boot dish Comfort & Utility 565017254 £38.00 £38.00

Plastic boot dish Comfort & Utility 57A061162 £113.00 £113.00

Universal fixing element Comfort & Utility 6V0061104 £11.00 £11.00

Front mud flaps (high version) Comfort & Utility 57A075111A £38.00 £62.00

Front mud flaps (low version) Comfort & Utility 57A075111 £38.00 £62.00

Rear mud flaps Comfort & Utility 57A075101 £38.00 £62.00

All-weather interior mats (front) Comfort & Utility 57C061502 £32.00 £32.00

All-weather interior mats (rear) Comfort & Utility 57A061512 £29.00 £29.00

Textile foot mats Prestige with grey stitching Comfort & Utility 57C061270A £74.00 £74.00

Textile foot mats Prestige Comfort & Utility 57C061270 £72.00 £72.00

Textile foot mats Standard Comfort & Utility 57C061404 £52.00 £52.00

Ice scraper Comfort & Utility 5JA096010 £5.00 £5.00

All-weather mat over the tunnel Comfort & Utility 57A061580 £13.00 £13.00

Bin for door panel (black) Comfort & Utility 5JA0611079B9 £13.00 £13.00

Bin for door panel (beige) Comfort & Utility 5JA061107WC4 £13.00 £13.00



KAROQ accessory pricing

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Category

Part  
number

RRP  
incl. 
VAT £

Fitted 
Price  
incl. 
VAT £

Umbrella Thoughtful extras 000087600G9B9 £20.00 £20.00

Dog safety belt - Size S Thoughtful extras 000019409A £54.00 £54.00

Dog safety belt - Size M Thoughtful extras 000019409B £69.00 £69.00

Dog safety belt - Size L Thoughtful extras 000019409C £79.00 £79.00

Dog safety belt - Size XL Thoughtful extras 000019409D £90.00 £9000

Set for spare wheel Thoughtful extras 000073900B £23.00 £23.00

Back seat protection Thoughtful extras 3V0061680 £100.00 £100.00

Transverse roof rack Transport 57A071151 £190.00 £190.00

Transverse roof rack bag Transport 000071156 £33.00 £33.00

locakable skir or snowboard rack - with aluminum profile Transport 000071129H £90.00 £90.00

Locakable bicycle rack - with aluminum profile Transport 000071128E £110.00 £110.00

Locakable bicycle rack - with steel profile Transport 000071128D £105.00 £105.00

Bicycle carrier for a tow bar Transport 000071105C £320.00 £320.00

Locakable ski and snowboard box - Black Transport 5L6071175A £369.00 £369.00

Locakable ski and snowboard box - Silver Transport 5L6071175 £369.00 £369.00

Locakable ski and snowboard box - White Transport 5L6071175B £369.00 £369.00

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat Safety 1ST019907 £342.00 £342.00

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat Safety DDA000006 £393.00 £39300

Kidfix XP child seat Safety 000019906K £280.00 £280.00

Kidfix II XP child seat Safety 000019906L £280.00 £280.00

First aid box Safety GFA410010GB £28.00 £28.00

Reflective safety vest - Yellow Safety 000093056F £6.00 £6.00

Reflective safety vest - Orange Safety XXA009001 £6.00 £6.00

Tow rope Safety GAA500001 £15.00 £15.00

Safety bolt set Safety 000071597C £40.00 £5200

Warning triangle Safety GGA700001A £20.00 £20.00

Snow chains - for 16" wheels Safety 000091387AP £89.00 £89.00

Foldable snow shovel Safety 5L0099320 £41.00 £41.00

Spare bulbs set, Halogen, SBBR basis Safety 57A052000 £52.00 £52.00

Spare bulbs set, Halogen with fog light, SBBR basis Safety 57A052000A £62.00 £62.00

Spare bulbs set, Halogen with fog light, SBBR TOP Safety 57A052000B £21.00 £21.00

Subject to changes and errors. Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further information on painting and fitting. Effective from January 2019.
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